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President’s Corner
by Richard Stutman

BTU Plans Changes to Election Procedures
hat follows is a report iled by the
W
BTU president in response to a motion
adopted by the membership last June in
which the president was asked to speak to
concerns regarding the BTU election. The
report was delayed, as per a subsequent
membership motion, until the AFT ruled
on an election appeal iled by some of our
members. The AFT decision to uphold the
election results came on December 23. The
report now follows.
As union president, let me start by saying that my answer will not likely please
any one person or any one ‘side’ 100%. The
election was controversial, and any report
is likely as well to be controversial – or at
the very least, only partially satisfying. This
is a complex issue. And that’s the nature of
these things. What’s more, I am not going
to point ingers at anyone. I am going to
attempt to explain and analyze what happened during the election process and,
more importantly, how to ix our issues and
provide a template for election from happening again.
The recommendations that follow are
mine, and while I can suggest that they
be implemented as part of the ‘corrective
steps’ I am charged with enumerating (see
below motion approved at the June membership meeting), any inal decision as to
what changes, if any, be implemented, will
be recommended and implemented through
by BTU bylaw changes and membership
vote, according to the processes outlined in
the BTU’s bylaws.
None of my proposals is written in stone;
The committee proposed to be created
below will make its own recommendations.
My recommendations are merely meant to
highlight some of the issues and jump start
this process.

sible and designed to inlame, not to abate,
tensions.
The election results in June brought no
closure, and it’s probably safe to say, that
regardless of the outcome, few expected
closure at that time. There was just too
much controversy.
The most highly contested race, that for
vice president, was close, and an appeal on
the conduct of election procedures to the
AFT was iled by 173 members in early
July. Inasmuch as there is no procedure for
contesting election procedures under the
BTU bylaws, the appeal from our members went directly to the AFT, as per AFT’s
bylaws.
(There is a procedure in our BTU
bylaws, however, for a recount, and while
that was followed and a recount was completed, it did not speak to the issues raised
by the 173 members.)
The AFT, following the procedures outlined in the AFT bylaws, asked the BTU to
respond to the charges found in the member
appeal. Acting on behalf of the BTU, Atty.
Matthew Dwyer did respond on October
9, 2016. The AFT rendered its ruling on
December 23, the summary inding of
which is excerpted here.
…The purpose of the preliminary

investigation was to ascertain whether the
challenge raised material questions that
would require referral to the AFT executive council and a hearing for resolution
or whether the issues at hand could be
resolved based on the complaint itself
and the BTU's response. Matthew Dwyer,
counsel for BTU, conducted an investigation of the election based on the challenge
and provided his indings to the AFT on
behalf of BTU.
After careful consideration of the
evidence presented by the challengers,
BTU's response to the challenge and the
union's applicable governing documents,
we conclude that the challengers’ allegations are not substantiated and therefore do
not require a full investigation by the AFT
executive council for resolution. The basis
for our conclusion is set forth below…
Here are all relevant documents mentioned and where they can be found.
(http://btu.org/uncategorized/electiondecision/)
• Request for Investigation – The July
6 appeal illed by 173 members
• Preliminary Investigation Letter
–The AFT’s acknowledgement of the
appeal contained in a July 22 letter to
Richard Stutman
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• Johnson Request Specific Info
From Petitioners – July 24 letter
from BTU to AFT requesting more
information from petitioners.
• Lessin-Joseph to Cooper Challenge
Reasons Greater Detail – An August
26 response from those making the
appeal
• The Cooper Response Allegation
PDFs are here in four parts – Our
attorney’s October 9 answer to the
appeal – See here in four parts.
• Final Decision: December 23, 2015
– The AFT summary judgment denying the appeal
Before the appeal process began, there
was a motion made at the June Membership meeting asking the BTU president to
continued on page 4

Students Honored During MLK, Jr. Day Breakfast

Background
s you undoubtedly recall, the BTU inal
A
election was held last spring amid much
controversy.
The procedures leading up to it – in particular, the issues of incomplete membership lists, undelivered requests for ballots,
undelivered ballots, the late establishment
of the hotline, and alleged failure to follow
procedures – were highly controversial and
persistent. Some of the issues and problems
were able to be solved easily during the
election process, some not so easily.
A number were not able to be solved at
all.
There was some confusion at the school
level, there was sometimes a lack of clarity coming from the union ofice, and there
was iery rhetoric all around from many
corners. Much of of the rhetoric was honest
and heartfelt. Some, frankly, was irrespon-

Edileusa Gomes, Betty Andrade, and Tn’ysha Peet from Orchard Gardens K-8 Pilot School won an Art Award and had their work on
display at the breakfast. See story on the MLK Breakfast and more photos on page 2.

48th Annual Martin Luther King, Jr. Breakfast
by Michael J. Maguire
n January 18, 2016 one thousand people
gathered together to celebrate the life
and mission of Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. Forty-ive years ago several ladies from
St. Cyprian’s Episcopal Church and from
Union United Methodist Church began
“the breakfast” on Dr. King’s birthday. The
gathering was early in the morning so that
people could still make it to work on time.
Now that Dr. King’s birthday is a holiday,
people are not as rushed. The complete program lasted about two hours.
Several BTU members attended the
breakfast, including Caren Carew, Brenda Chaney, Angela Cristiani, Rev. Dannie May James, Adrianne Jordan, Josefina Lascano, Michael Maguire, Marilyn
Marion, CasSandra Samuel, Carolyn
Tabor and Alice Yong. Many students were
present also, including members of the
Mayor’s Youth Council: Malachi Hernandez, Sarah Charles, Vivian Herbert, Jessica Martin, Laila McCann, Maggie Sullivan, Katherine Susich and Fiona Weir.
Many elected oficials were present:
Governor Charles Baker, Mayor Martin
Walsh, US Senators Elizabeth Warren
and Edward Markey, MA Attorney General Maura Healey, and MA State Senator Sonia Chang-Diaz. All spoke about
continuing King’s mission in the 21st century. Senator Markey brought the room to a
standing ovation when he dazzled the crowd
with his own preacher-like rhetoric touching
upon such topics as police misconduct, drug
addiction and mass incarcerations under the
so-called “three strikes” laws.
After the political and key note speeches
and after the bountiful breakfast, awards
and scholarships were handed out to several BPS students. Edileusa Gomes, Betty
Andrade, and Tn’ysha Peet from Orchard
Gardens K-8 Pilot School won an Art
Award and had their work on display at the
breakfast. Taris Borgarty-Minor of the
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Above are
BTU members
applauding the
many speakers,
and to the let
is the Mayor’s
Youth Council.

Below are
this year’s
scholarship
recipients.

Jeremiah E. Burke, Atazhanna FurtadoTriplett of Madison Park, and Valeria Do
Vale of the O’Bryant each won $2,500
scholarships for college based upon an
essay contest.

Sen. Ed Markey receives a standing ovation at the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Breakfast.
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Know Your Rights
by Caren Carew

What is Job Sharing and Who Can Participate?
ob-sharing is when two eligible parJagreed
ticipants split a single job in a manner
upon by the job-sharing partners
and the principal/headmaster who will be
hosting them. The principal/headmaster
must be willing to participate and approve
the job-sharing in order for it to occur at
their school as well as how the logistics of
the job-sharing are carried out. There is an
informational meeting on Job Sharing at
the BTU on March 16th, 4-6 pm.
Job-sharers each must work half time.
As a result, they earn one-half the pay,
full health insurance and health & welfare
beneits, one half of the allocated sick and
personal days, for retirement purposes a
job-share year counts as half-salary, they
maintain a full year’s seniority, they must
work the entire 18 hours of professional
development and must attend both parent conference nights and all professional
development days. The teacher, who is
job-sharing in their own school, retains
attachment rights to that site. The visiting
teacher who is job-sharing retains attachment rights to their former site for one year
(if the position exists for the following SY).
If the visiting teacher job-shares at a school
other than their original site for more than a
year, they lose their attachment rights back
to that site.
Eligible participants in the program are;
all permanent BTU members including
teachers, psychologists, nurses, guidance
counselors, etc.; provisional once they have
been hired for the next school year, and
substitutes once they have received a provisional contract.
In order to apply for and to receive literature from the BTU and the School Department about job-sharing, you must ill out
an application of interest form through the
Superintendent’s Circular HRS-HS2 ‘Job
Sharing For Permanent Teachers And Paraprofessionals For SY 2016-17’ or HRSHS-7, ‘Staffing, Reassignment And Hiring
of Permanent And Provisional Teachers For
School Year 2016-17’ [Attachment 4: Application for Job Sharing], with a deadline for
doing so by April 1, 2016.

How many personal days do
teachers get and how do we
take them?

G

enerally, teachers are entitled to four (4)
personal days per school year. There
are speciic provisions for bereavement in
addition to these days. Requests to take a
personal day should be submitted to the
building administrator as early as possible
prior to the day requested off. Except at
the discretion of the building administrator (such as a school emergency), not more
than 5 % of teachers are eligible for a personal day at one time. No teacher may take
a personal day on both the day before and
the day after a school vacation, including
the Thanksgiving recess. Personal days not
used each year are rolled into your accumulated sick days.

When do principals make
recommendations to
grant permanent status to
provisional teachers?
ccording to the contract, “Principals
A
will be required to make recommendations as to which provisional teachers
they want to make permanent teachers by
February 1st of each year. Principals will be
notified by February 15th if their recommendations have been approved. The Superintendent shall make permanent appointment
of provisional teachers by March 27th.”

Do performing arts teachers
get compensated for putting on
productions?
An item we negotiated in the contract does
provide for compensation if it meets the following parameters. “Effective September 1.
2005, performing arts teachers, including
theater, music, dance, drama, and choral
group teachers, who conduct regular after
school rehearsals and practice culminating in final productions and/or festivals
shall be compensated for such after school
time with a stipend of $1,600.00 per year.”
This money comes from each individual
school’s budget. Please discuss this with
your administration and document rehearsals, etc. in order to qualify for the stipend.

Who’s responsible for plowing
school parking lots?

T

he contract states, “The School Committee
shall guarantee that snow is plowed from
school yards used for parking at no expense
to bargaining unit [BTU] members.”

What is the policy on
scheduling individual parent/
teacher conferences?
ccording to the contract; “individual
A
parent/teacher conferences shall be
held at the school at a time that is mutually agreed upon by the parent and the
teacher. If a parent is unable to come to
a conference at the school, the teacher/
parent conference regarding the child’s
school performance shall be conducted by
telephone. All K-5 elementary homeroom
teachers will arrange for individual parent/
teacher conferences in the fall. Follow-up
individual conferences with all parents in
the spring shall be encouraged; however,
teachers shall schedule a second individual
conference with any parent whose child is
in danger of not being promoted to the next
grade.”

ing job-related teacher assaults.”
If you are being brought to court by
or are bringing a student to court, you get
release time. If you have jury duty, you must
give a copy of the jury duty letter to your
school’s secretary. Once you have successfully completed the jury duty service, give
a copy of the certiicate/letter you receive
from the court indicating same. You will
then have that time properly coded by the
school secretary so it will not be deducted
from your sick/personal days. Make sure
you carefully scrutinize your pay stub to
determine if that has occurred.
If you are subpoenaed to court by someone non-related to school business, or if
you are appearing at court for an appeal
of a moving violation, and the like, that is
not covered under court leave and will be
deducted from your sick/personal days.

As a SPED teacher or related
service provider, what do you
do if you think a SPED student
has been placed in the wrong
setting?
order to appeal a SPED placement the
Imustncontract
clearly states that the following
occur. “When a teacher has concerns
about the placement of a student, that
teacher shall make a request to the Principal or Headmaster to reconvene the team
to reconsider the placement in accordance
with the regulations. The evaluation team
shall respond to the appeal within two
weeks. If, upon reconsideration, the team
finds the placement inappropriate, it shall
present an IEP which contains an appropriate placement to the parent.”
Since as teachers and related service
providers, we are charged with appropriately identifying and addressing the needs
of our students, it is incumbent upon us
to advocate for the appropriate placement
for said child to achieve their potential. We
are all sensitive to budget constraints and
in some cases a rush to utilize inclusion,
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Caren Carew
BTU Secondary
Field Representative
often without adequate planning, contractually mandated votes of effected staff, and
alternatives for those students for whom
the inclusion model of service delivery is
inappropriate. We are the ones in the classrooms; working with the students day to
day and we are also the ones whose voice
should be heard when it comes to placement recommendations.
Many parents rely on our expertise to
determine the correct course of action for
their kids. Reaching out to and involving
them proactively will help to establish
ongoing communication and forge a formidable child-based alliance. Let’s keep in
mind why we entered education, and hold
fast to our passion to do what is right for
each and every child in our charge! They
are depending on us to do no less.

Do SPED teachers who are
required to do MCAS-Alt get
additional time to do so?
es. According to the contract, “A speYto generate
cial education teacher who is required
and submit MCAS Alternative
Assessment portfolio (“MCAS – ALT”)
shall receive one day of substitute coverage, per school year, for the preparation of
MCAS-Alt portfolios for students in his/her
class.” This full day is in addition to SEIMS
time, administrative periods and the like. If
you are not receiving this time, please contact your BTU Field Rep. We advocated for
this time in contract negotiations and were
able to obtain one day, although we sought
more. Unless you request it, it may not be
offered to you. Knowledge is power.

Do I get time off for having a
student teacher or intern?
f a teacher becomes a cooperating teacher,
Icooperating
the contract outlines the following. “Each
teacher shall be given two days
of leave with pay, without loss of benefits.
Such days shall be taken as mutually agreed
upon by the teacher and the administrative head during the last two weeks of the
student-teacher training period. In cases of
conflict, seniority shall prevail in the selection of days.” This coverage was designed
to be given by having the student teacher
cover for the days so that it is a no cost
item for the BPS. If a cooperating teacher
does not arrange for the coverage while the
student teacher is still in the classroom, the
cooperating teacher loses the beneit. It’s a
use it or lose it scenario.
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BTU Plans Changes to Election Procedures…
continued from page 1

investigate and respond to the myriad of
complaints and issues raised. Speciically,
the president was asked to do the following:
“The BTU president shall conduct a
complete operational review of the 2015
election process and submit a written report
to the membership at the September 2015
membership meeting. The review and
report shall include at minimum:
“1. Findings on what missteps – internal and/or external – led to members not
receiving mail-in ballots in a timely manner
or at all.
“2. Proposed corrective steps that will
help avert a repeat of this year’s failures in
future elections.
“3. A generic timeline for future elections in the form “X weeks out from Election Day” that includes all operational
aspects of the election process.
“4. A review of the decision making
process of the Election Committee that
describes how all members are included in
that process.”
BTU Atty. Matthew Dwyer advised the
BTU president not to respond to the June
motion until after the AFT issued its indings. In August the BTU president asked
the Executive Board for permission not to
respond until after the AFT ruling, which
was expected in late fall and which arrived
at the BTU ofice on December 23. At
the September membership meeting, the
membership approved a motion to allow
the BTU president to delay his report as
requested. What follows is my response to
the above motion to conduct an ‘operational
review’ of the election.
Let me give a general overview before I
go over each question posed above.
Analysis of current election process:
The current hybrid election process is
unwieldy and ineficient. Here’s what was
supposed to happen: Members are sent a
request for a ballot by a third party, in this
case, the American Arbitration Association
(AAA). Members then return the request
form for the ballot to the third party. With
the application for a ballot in receipt, AAA
then sends out a ballot to the member, who
then returns it to AAA. All four mailings
are time sensitive, all four require transmittal through the US Postal Service, and all
require a positive action by the recipient.
What’s more, each member has to keep
track of, and send back, two separate mailings – one an application that requests a
ballot and another of the completed ballot
itself. And AAA has to keep track, as well,
of the comings and goings of four envelopes. Members, who, for whatever reason,
do not vote by mail can alternatively walk
in to the union hall on Election Day and
vote.
This is too complicated. It is far too
easy for something – any one of the four
mailings – to go astray. Multiply this by
roughly 10,000 potential voters, active
members and retirees, and there’s too much
needless confusion. What’s more, there are
many different and unique ballots, and each
member is supposed to receive a particular
ballot, not just any ballot. This adds more
confusion. We ought to be able to eliminate
the confusion.
Proposal to remedy:
I would propose that there be an actual
ballot (not a request for a ballot) sent to
every eligible voter. The ballot must be the
ballot speciied for the individual. One can
return it or not by a certain deadline. There
would be no application required in order to
request a ballot. Ballots would be sent in an
approved manner to all eligible voters using
a list that has been thoroughly vetted and
approved using a procedure to be described
below well in advance of the election.
Those who do not receive the ballot
will have a fail-safe means to request and
receive the ‘missing’ ballot well in advance.
Those who choose not to mail a ballot

back can walk in on Election Day and vote.
The polls would be open from 8 to 8 or 7
to 8 (to be determined) to give all a chance
to vote to meet their individual work schedules. The current poll hours, 9 to 6, need to
be expanded.
Some steps needed to be accomplished
to get the remedy in place:
While simpler than the current system,
the new system needs to contain a few key
measures that have to be in place within a
relatively short period of time, certainly no
later than 12/31/16. Here are a few obvious
measures that have to be in place.
We need to get our voting lists and
addresses straight. We currently have or
receive three separate pieces of information
that generate key membership information
that is needed to get our lists ready for the
next election:
1. a monthly list of dues-paying members sent from the city,
2. a master, current list of all BTU
members that comes from the school
department on an as-needed basis,
3. and our own membership data bank
that is derived from membership
application cards and other information we obtain from our members.
The information on each of the three
lists is always changing as members
get hired, change school sites, retire,
resign, change address information
and so on.
We need a rigorous system in place
that matches each incoming dues list from
the city with the periodically-sent school
department list of all BTU employees. The
merging and vetting of both the city’s dues
list and the school department’s list can be
accomplished using the member’s employee ID number, and the resultant output
of members should be placed in our own
computer membership ile. That becomes
our master list of BTU employees who pay
dues.
(BPS employees who don’t pay dues
should be sent a note by us, and the city
should be notiied to begin taking dues out
as appropriate.)
BTU Employees become BTU members and then eligible voters provided
the following two additional steps are
taken:
1. The BTU employee has illed out a
card, applying for BTU membership.
(We might want to investigate whether
it is legal to have an on-line sign up.)
2. The BTU membership approves into
membership (as it routinely does every
month) the name of the employee.
Once the master list of BTU members
is determined by all of the following conditions being met – appearance on the city’s
dues-paying list, appearance on the school
department’s BTU list, and by membership
vote approving an individual’s application
for membership, the person’s name can
then be entered into the membership data
base, which is then used to generate a list of
eligible voters.
We work hard at this now and have
employees dedicated to the integrity of the
process, but very high employee turnover
makes the task dificult and ongoing. Also,
while the school department has improved
the low of this type of information to us,
the city has oftentimes been less than cooperative. Add to that the general luctuations
and changes common to a 10,000-member
data base, and we have three moving targets
which have to be in sync for the process to
work smoothly.
Once the system is in place, the city
and the school lists should be cross referenced with our data bank and corrections
should be made no less than quarterly.
While most hiring is done by September,
members are hired throughout the fall and
address changes take place throughout the
year. Leading up to the election season, the
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checks and cross checks should be made
more frequently. That should be a decision
made by the election committee (see later).
Given the technology now available, as
well as the new BTU investment in its data
system, the above-mentioned cross referencing shouldn’t be an impossible task.
Once, we get membership lists straight,
we also need to conirm the member’s
demographic information
• teacher/para/sub
• active/retired
• school site
• job title, if active teacher [SLP, OT, PT
and so on].
All of the above information is needed to
insure that the correct ballot is sent out to a
particular member.
(A word about multiple ballots: All BTU
members, active and retired, can vote for
three oficers: president, vice-president, and
secretary-treasurer, as well as the political
organizer. In addition, All BTU members,
active and retired, can also vote for one of
the following: the elementary ield representative, the secondary ield representative, or the paraprofessional/substitute ield
representative.
What’s more, retired members have their
own set of oficers to vote for in a separate
election procedure.
We need to insure that all members
know in advance when they are to receive
the mailed ballot and which ballot they are
supposed to receive.)
Conirmation of each eligible member’s
home address and demographic (job title)
as deined above needs to be inished at
least one month before the ile of eligible
voters is sent to whatever third party is to be
used. This can be done electronically and/
or by mail. It should be up to the member
to conirm that the information provided
by the union is correct. If any information
incorrect, the changes need to be made by a
dedicated responder in the BTU ofice and
sent back to the member within a speciic
timeframe.
To insure that all of the above is done
in an orderly and efficient manner, I propose the following:
The president will make a call via
e-bulletin to the membership to create an
ad-hoc committee of no more than 15, none
of whom are full-time BTU oficers, to be
nominated by the Executive Board, and
chosen by the membership at the February Membership meeting. I would propose
that Executive Board members be allowed
to serve on the committee but would have
to recuse themselves from the Executive
Board vote. The BTU president shall serve
on the committee as convener and will vote
as a tie-breaking member only. Two cochairs of the committee will be elected at
the irst meeting, a charge will be decided,
and meeting schedule will be set. The irst
meeting will be held on February 25th at
4:30 p.m. The BTU attorney will be present.
(The BTU bylaws, Article VI, 7, section
3, call for the establishment of an election
committee in February of an election year.
The proposal I am making conlicts with
our current by-laws regarding the election
committee. But this is not the election committee per se – it is a committee to review
and/or change procedures regarding the
election process.)
After consulting with our Executive
Board at our January board meeting, I
intend to get the process started right away.
The ad hoc committee shall be able to
make any recommendations, including the
above, it chooses. All proposals are subject
to the membership approval.
The ad hoc committee shall meet regularly, beginning on Thursday, February 25,
and bring recommendations to the Executive Board at its April meeting. At least one
membership-wide town hall shall be held

at a time after the February membership
meeting and before the April 27 Executive Board meeting to listen to, and receive
recommendations from, the BTU membership.
The meeting will be held at 5:00 p.m.
and advertised to the membership.
The BTU membership at its May 11
membership meeting will review the proposal, and if approved, the ad hoc committee shall work with the BTU attorney
to draft new bylaws to be noticed in June
and voted on in September. The secretarytreasurer shall serve on this committee.
The work of the committee needs to be
completed by the 2nd Wednesday in June,
and notice of the new procedures has to be
given in June to be in effect in September,
upon approval at that time.
Please note that the above timelines are
suggestions only, but I see no other way to
get all this accomplished in a fair and transparent manner by next September unless
we stick to these or similarly-developed
timelines. This may be an ambitious timeline, but given the notice requirements on
by-law adoption and given the election
cycles, we have to start now.
Key to the implementation of all of the
above is the creation of a new BTU Election
Committee, which will have to implement
the new, if any, election procedures. I will
leave that to the Ad hoc committee, then the
membership, but I would propose that the
election committee be created in the early
fall and be limited to a set number of people
who will elect dual chair people. Further, I
would suggest that the election committee
maintain the following rules of practice at
a minimum to insure transparency and an
orderly transition to a new process, if that’s
the direction the committee goes in. At a
minimum, for all election committee
meetings under the newly-created process, I propose that:
1. The BTU attorney and/or the parliamentarian should be present during
all meetings
2. Meeting Minutes be kept and be
made available
3. Roberts Rules of Order be followed
4. Committee members will apply to
become members under a process to
be designed by the ad hoc committee
and approved by the membership
5. The election committee be convened
in the 2016 fall, well before the current February 2017 bylaw timeline.
Now, I would like to get back to the
points raised in the motion adopted at the
June membership meeting. I believe I have
answered as many of them as I can, so here
they are, in order:
The BTU president shall conduct a
complete operational review of the 2015
election process and submit a written
report to the membership at the September 2015 membership meeting. The
review and report shall include at minimum:
1. Findings on what missteps - internal
and/or external - led to members not
receiving mail-in ballots in a timely
manner or at all.
There were some missteps, but
many are of unknown cause. Take an
example of a missing ballot. How do
we determine if: 1) the person never
got an application. 2) got the application but didn’t send it in. 3) sent it in,
but it got lost in the mail. 4) sent back
the application, which was received
at AAA, but AAA didn’t send a ballot. 5) AAA mailed the ballot but the
ballot wasn’t received. And so on.
Given the four mailings back and
forth, there are many permutations,
too many in fact for me to give an
analysis of what went wrong in any
particular case. Too many things
could have – and did – go wrong. I

do think that there were problems all
around.
Some people didn’t get the application. Some addresses were wrong.
Some mail got lost. Some people
sent in multiple requests on behalf of
themselves as well as others. Some
sent in late requests. Some didn’t ill
out the application correctly. And so
on.
The important thing is to ix this,
and I think the above streamlining proposal will cut down on the mailings
and make sure that all members get
the correct ballot in a timely fashion.
On the addresses, as mentioned
earlier, I would propose that we look
at our records and cross reference
them with the school department’s
records. We can easily do that, and
where the two mailing addresses are
in conlict, we can send the member a
letter asking which address is correct.
This process ought to be done no less
than a month before the ballots are
sent out and once previously, no less
than three months before the ballots
are sent out.
People who do not receive a ballot
within a week or so of the initial mailing ought to have a hot-line number
to call and/or an email address to
mail to. If ballots are sent out well in
advance, this should not be a problem. If this seems to be insuficient,
an ombudsman could be hired to
intervene with the vendor and the
member.
All of these processes should be
advertised and sent out via the e-bulletin, the union newspaper, and/or a
membership letter.
2. Proposed corrective steps that will
help avert a repeat of this year's failures in future elections.
I believe that the above will take
care of the problems we have had.
3. A generic timeline for future elections
in the form “X weeks out from election day” that includes all operational

aspects of the election process.
If we get all the preliminaries done
by September, we will be able to get
this election procedure well in place
by the fall or early winter. Below I
have developed a timeline to jump
start the process. I have left some
of the timelines up to the newlyconstructed election committee, as
I believe that is the only appropriate
way to proceed. So, what is below
are the items we can detail that are to
take place prior to the creation of the
election committee.
4. A review of the decision making
process of the Election Committee
that describes how all members are
included in that process.
As mentioned above, I have listed ive
procedures I would propose the election
committee follow at a minimum. Beyond
that, the ad hoc committee and then the
election committee, are both free to add to
their protocols.
Timelines for construction of new
processes, if any:
1. We will have an initial discussion at
the January Executive Board
2. President makes e-bulletin all call to
membership to sign up for election
process review committee, late January/early February
3. Names for committee submitted
before 2nd Wednesday in February,
2/10/16.
4. Executive Board meets on February
10 prior to membership meeting to
approve 15 nominees
5. Membership meeting held on February 10, vote for nominees
6. First meeting of ad hoc group on
February 25. BTU Atty. will be present.
7. Series of meetings scheduled from
February 25 to end of April
8. Membership-wide 5:00 PM town
hall to be held sometime in March or
mid April to discuss recommendations of ad hoc committee
9. May membership meeting will

decide on institutional changes, of
any, to be made.
10. Whatever is approved during the
May membership meeting will be
sent to the BTU attorney for drafting
of new, if any, bylaws. These new
by laws will go to the BTU Executive Board at its May meeting and

will be before the June membership
meeting for notice for a vote to the
September membership meeting.
11. The new by laws, if any, shall be in
effect as of September 14.
12. New Election committee to be
established no later than October
membership meeting.

Boston Community
Learning Academy
Charter School
By Michael J. Maguire
LCA should become a charter school. OK, I’m joking; but the idea sadly makes some
sense in today’s educational deformation. Seriously, tell me the last time you saw a
headline about budget cuts at a charter school?
Imagine how things would be at BCLACS. There would be a library, gym classes, leadership classes, AP World History, SAT prep, Writers Workshop, and many other classes
that now have to be cut for SY 16-17. So, without the Leadership class, would the school
now be Boston Community Academy. Moreover, since these cuts will destroy the community, shall we thus call the school Boston Academy?
Trying to sustain BCLA with a massive $800,000 budget cut is insane. And that’s just
one school in a system that (currently) has over 100 schools. One would think that the city
is short on funds, but that is not the case. Even setting aside the $150,000,000 that General
Electric just received in tax breaks, Boston’s revenue collection is historically good.
According to the Boston Municipal Research Bureau,1 Boston’s property value is at an
all time high: $110,700,000,000. From FY14 to FY15 Boston’s property value increased
by 10.9%. In the business sector the rise was 8.8% and in the residential sector it was
12.1%. The BMRB’s report has all the details but it doesn’t take a CPA to understand that
Boston is booming. On seemingly every corner of the city cranes are adding more residential, commercial and business space. Those additions mean more revenue.
Dr. Chang’s recent letter2 to families states that the budget for SY16-17 has an increase
of $13,500,000 making next year’s budget the largest ever. While that may be true in one
sense, that increase is a mere 1.3% at a time when the city’s revenue increases are in the
double digits. I’m no accountant, but something doesn’t add up.
Vice President Joe Biden is fond of saying, “Don’t tell me what you value; show me
your budget, and I’ll tell you what you value.” It’s time we look at a wide variety of budgets: the state’s, the city’s, and the schools’. It’s time we tell the world what we value and
what we don’t.
If today’s leaders aren’t as interested as we are in maintaining a strong public school
community, perhaps we can ind such people among the graduates of Boston Community
Leadership Academy. Go Titans!

B

1
2

http://bmrb.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/SR15-3-Tax-Rate.pdf
http://www.bostonpublicschools.org/cms/lib07/MA01906464/Centricity/Domain/4/Familybudgetletter.pdf

BTU Member Honored at the White House
ongratulations to Alicia Carroll of the East Boston EEC who has been named a ChamC
pion of Change and will be honored today at the White House for her work in STEM
education. As part of the Champions of Change program, the White House features and
awards a group of Americans – individuals, businesses and organizations – who are doing
extraordinary things to empower and inspire members of their communities.
On January 26, White House oficials participated in a discussion and awards ceremony
with these Champions, learning more about their work to improve STEM education in the
United States.
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Emergency Town Hall Discusses the
Future of Public Schools in Boston
n January 14, 2016 over 300 students,
O
teachers, and parents crammed into
Madison Park High School's Cardinal Hall
for An Emergency Town Hall meeting to
discuss the future of public schools in Boston. The Boston Teachers Union was one of
the event's co-sponsors. The Boston Education Justice Alliance ran the meeting which
focused on the impact of the Boston Compact, school closures, the charter school
ballot initiative, and the BPS budget cuts.

Photos by
Michael J. Maguire

Johnny McInnis, president of the Black Educators' Alliance of Massachusetts and
music teacher at the BTU Pilot School, addresses hundreds of concerned citizens
at the rally.

Farewell to Dr. Shuman

Pretty in Pink

Dr. Shuman's friends and colleagues at the BTU Eye Care Center him well on his
retirement. Dr. Shuman served BTU members and their families for 35 years. Best
wishes on your future endeavors.
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Dozens of Dorchester Teens Showcase Pink in Support of Teacher.

by Michael J. Maguire
rompted by Superintendent Tommy Chang’s letter dated January 12, 2016
over 200 parents, teachers, students, and community members rallied outside
of Symphony Hall. A few local news stations covered the event live, mention was
make in the major newspapers, and features were written in the local newspapers.
The mayor promoted his speech with #SOTC2016, the protesters with #SOTCprotest. Also popular are #BPScuts, #fullyfundourschools, and #handful. Many
noted the irony of showcasing the artistic achievements of BPS students inside
the hall at a time when those very programs are often the irst to go as a result of
budget cuts.

P

See more photos on page 8.

Photos by Michael J. Maguire
and Angela Cristiani
Singers from Boston Arts Academy perform at the Mayor’s State of the City Speech at Symphony Hall.

This English High School Marching Band also performed.
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Photos by Michael J. Maguire
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Commentary
by Colum Whyte

P.I.L.O.T. Flies Light Cargo, McKinley Math
and the EdReform Industrial Complex
n astonishing ifty percent of the land
in the City of Boston is property tax
A
exempt. In order to pay for municipal services – police, ire, snow removal, and of course
public education – cities and towns depend on
property taxes to meet their inancial obligations. In fact, Boston property taxes account
for the vast majority of revenue that we use
for municipal services. One hundred percent
of Boston’s property tax revenue is paid for
by taxes on less than half of Boston’s property. One hundred percent of Boston’s property
receives municipal services, yet more than
half hitch a free ride. How is this fair?
In order to help offset this imbalance the
City of Boston adopted new P.I.L.O.T. (Payment in Lieu of Taxes) guidelines in January
2011.1 Under these guidelines owners of
tax-exempt properties in excess of $15 million are asked to make voluntary payments.
These nonproit 503(c)(3) corporations may
also, in lieu of cash payments, deduct up to
ifty percent of their P.I.L.O.T. payment as a
“community beneit.” However, many of our
colleges owning $15 million + in property
skirt this bill.
During FY 15 the City of Boston asked
19 colleges for payment. Only 6/19 paid
what was requested,2 which is only a paltry
12.5% cash payment of the tax that would
have been owed if the property were not tax
exempt, considering the “community beneit” exemption. City data shows that the richest colleges are paying the least percentages
of P.I.L.O.T. payments.3 They often tout, with
a strong fragrance of entitlement, that their
“community beneit” is so great it is unfair
that requested payments be made. If these
education non-proits were to pay taxes on
their $7,160,203,0784 worth of property the
City of Boston would collect $222,252,7045
in property taxes. Instead they collectively
pay only $21,924,2756 on over $7 billion in
property. Why is this so important?
Boston Public Schools is currently under
a budget shortfall of $50 million.7 Regardless
of whether one believes that this shortfall is
“manufactured” as a bargaining ploy (i.e.
no money – no cost of living adjustments or
smaller class sizes) or if the shortfall is “on
the level” the facts are clear – BPS intends
on closing, or as they semantically refer to as
“merge”, schools. Special education funding
is being cut. Even the oft-touted extended
day is being put on hold. All of these policy
recommendations come on the heels of the
“McKinsey Report.”
The $660,000 McKinsey & Co. audit
of Boston Public Schools states: “BPS currently has ~93K total physical seats with
only ~54K seats illed.”8 – A little math
shows that they claim BPS is 42% under
capacity, or operating at only 58% capacity (54,000/93,000=58%). With all this
audit money do you think any employee
of McKinsey actually set foot inside of a
single Boston Public School? According to
“McKinsey Math” the BPS regular education secondary classes must have an average
class size of 16.24 students (28 x .48=16.24).
1
2
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Someone should ask Pat Connolly, our VP
who handles class size grievances, what the
real deal is? If we are this much under capacity why the class size grievances? Surely, no
class has more than 28 students. Where are
all of these “seats?” If BPS has 39,000 empty
chairs surely they should sell some to raise
revenue.
Although I am not privy to McKinsey’s
tactics of using “2011 facilities data” as a
“methodology”,9 I am going to infer that they
counted all classes as having a 28-student
capacity, regardless of actual room size or if
it were a special education classroom. The
report, hidden in a footnote, notes that “Utilization calculated based on the number of students enrolled in a building vs. the theoretical
capacity of the building which does not take
into account BPS’ approach to student
teacher-ratio or the use of resource classrooms; this relects all schools, including
BPS charters.”10 (emphasis mine)
The school department uses the same
deceitful tactic when trying to close schools
by claiming that they are “under-enrolled.”
The enrollment formula fails to identify
Special Education classrooms. For instance
a Special Education class that has ten students would be 18 students under enrolled.
A school that has twenty classrooms, according to this logic, should have 360 students –
regardless of the special education status of
those classrooms. A similar tactic is used to
show “failure” in schools with high percentages of students with disabilities who take the
MCAS Alt. These students are ALL counted
as warning in aggregate school data.11 This
skewed data has the dual impact of raising
failure rates while lowering proiciency rates.
The McKinsey audit also explicitly conirmed what many of us already knew, that a
goal of inclusion is to save money: “A move
towards inclusion, currently underway…
could potentially lead to more funds available for reinvestment.”12 It is very naïve to
think that special education outcomes will
improve on the cheap. Shall all teachers
maintain a regular education certiication,
SPED cert, and an ELL Cert? We cannot do
all three jobs well simultaneously. We are
individually one person. Inclusion works
with two teachers, not one pretending to be
two. Bean counters who don’t know how to
count shouldn’t be dictating education policy
with cost savings as the goal. What’s worse?
Bean counters who purposefully misrepresent data in order to advance their corporate
agenda.
When pouring over the audit I did not see
any mention of money spent on testing vendors, such as Pearson. Did you know that Sir
Michael Barber is Pearson’s Chief Education Advisor? He is also a former McKinsey
partner – no wonder no mention of testing
savings! McKinsey & Co. certainly is not an
independent third party. Speaking of testing,
I came across Seattle public education activist of opt out fame Jesse Hagopian’s article
about McKinsey in Seattle:
“…McKinsey & Co. consulting irm,

http://www.cityofboston.gov/assessing/PILOTProgram.asp
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2015/07/21/many-boston-colleges-fall-short-voluntary-payments-city/
D8jVTjEKrPkMOZq8N4q83M/story.html
http://www.cityofboston.gov/images_documents/FY15%20PILOT%20Results%20for%20Web_tcm3-51686.pdf
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2016/01/12/boston-schools-face-million-budget-shortfall/dg4Emkps2wD06lNLHqvpJN/story.html
http://www.bostonpublicschools.org/cms/lib07/MA01906464/Centricity/Domain/4/BPS%20Operational%20
Review_PPT.pdf
Ibid.
Ibid.
ile:///Users/093541/Downloads/MCAS-ALT%20Failure%20reporting.pdf
Ibid.
http://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/private-irm-gets-failing-grade/
https://data.cityofboston.gov/vendor-summary?fy=2015&vendor_name=Boston%20College
http://commonwealthmagazine.org/politics/peyser-opposes-millionares-tax-amendment/

a cheerleader for school-privatization
schemes, which has been hired by Seattle
Public Schools (with $750,000 in private
monies) to evaluate our district’s schools…
The teachers’ concerns stem from McKinsey’s recent consultation for the Minneapolis Public Schools, where the irm tried to
coerce the district into cutting “high costs,”
such as teacher health care, and recommended converting the 25 percent of schools
that scored the lowest on standardized tests
to privatized charter-school status (a plan
under which schools receiving public funds
are run by independent charter associations,
or for-proit entities, and operate outside the
authority of local school boards).
Not only do charter schools take public
money and place it in schools outside of
public oversight, but a U.S. Department
of Education study in 2006 found public
schools academically outperformed comparable charter schools… A study of McKinsey’s historical record (quick, before a cut
in social studies!) reveals the irm also has
done questionable work beyond the publicschool sector, and makes us dispute the
new superintendent’s judgment in bringing
the company aboard. In 2002, for instance,
BusinessWeek reported that “…Enron,
which was paying McKinsey as much as
$10 million in annual fees, is just one of
an unusual number of embarrassing client
failures for the elite consulting irm. Besides
Enron, there’s Swiss-air, Kmart, and Global Crossing – all McKinsey clients that have
iled for bankruptcy in relatively short order.”
And in 2005, The Washington Post said
McKinsey advised Wal-Mart that “…it
should find ways to convince the public
that its wages and benefits are better than
perceived, spread messages that it cares
for employees….”13 (emphasis mine)
McKinsey & Co. also has ties to the
Robinhood Foundation, Families for
Excellent Schools, Stand for Children, and
of course the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation – which is also bankrolling the Boston Compact as part of the national Gates
Compact. The audit even recommended
selling school buildings. I’m sure McKinsey
has an idea of which buildings would best it
the needs of their charter school “stakeholders.” Honestly, we would be better off having
Bain & Co. run our audit. Aside from the
Testing cost omission in materials, consultations, and data analytics McKinsey left out
the cost of BPS partners and offered no data
on charter school costs on BPS. Considering
the P.I.L.O.T. problem let’s take a look at the
City of Boston’s online checkbook explorer.
Boston College only contributed 23% of

its P.I.L.O.T. contribution for FY 15. However, BPS paid BC $1,007,692 in FY 15.14 Why
is BPS paying anything to them? We are
cutting food service, transportation, Special
Education, closing schools, and disrupting,
yet again, tens of thousands of students and
their school communities. We have excellent
partners in BPS. However, we should not be
supporting “partners” if we cannot support
our own schools. Why did BPS pay City
Year $4,074,000 in FY 15 and then slash our
FY 16 school budgets. Why did BPS pay
Citizen Schools $3,564,444 in FY 2014, but
then close schools? I could go on and on, I
urge you to research Boston’s checkbook
explorer. McKinsey & Co. apparently forgot
to as they were paid to promote their own
corporate agenda.
It’s a shame that the city did not hire an
honest auditor that is not trying to set us
up for corporate reform. Everyone knows
money can be put to better use, but not by
cutting special education, closing schools,
and promoting inclusion as a cost saving
strategy. BPS doesn’t need to cut spending,
we need to be able to buy from vendors who
do not rip us off with marked up retail prices
when we should be getting a bulk wholesale
discount. If teachers were able to buy our
own supplies and be compensated I’m sure
the system would actually save money – and
get the materials that we need. So much food
is wasted in our schools. What if schools had
salad bars? Kids would be able to choose
from a variety of healthy options, and less
food would be wasted. In addition to a 25%
cash payment of property tax, maybe our
large non-proits could offer buses for ield
trips. The lack of arts funding in BPS is
criminal. More students from afluent suburbs enjoy our city’s educational attractions
than city students themselves. That’s wrong.
Clearly the Commonwealth of Massachusetts does not take care of her capital.
Boston is not adequately reimbursed for
charter sector expansion while Chapter 70
funds are disproportionally given to Boston
Charter Schools. The Commonwealth owns
one quarter of the land in Boston, yet annually does not chip in a reasonable amount for
municipal services, if at all. Boston requires
more state aid to offset this inequity. Even
the Commonwealth’s own Education Secretary James Peyser opposes the Millionaire Tax amendment – a bill that would inject
nearly $2 billion into Education and Transportation. Ironically, he stated his opposition
at the high brow Omni-Parker House Hotel.15
Must be nice. Certainly, it is the best of times,
it is the worst of times. Only time will tell the
outcome of the rest of this “tale.”

Scholarship News

BTU Dependent Scholarships
year there will be 16 scholarships in the amount of $1,000 awarded to high school
Tfromhisseniors
who are dependents of BTU members. To apply, please obtain an application
Jeanne Turner in the Union ofice or download the form from the BTU website and
return with: a transcript of the dependent’s last two years of academic work; 2) evidence
of acceptance by an accredited college, junior college, vocational school or equivalent
institution; 3) member’s notarized federal tax return for the year 2015; and 4) a one-page
statement of the dependent’s professional goals. The application and the four supporting
documents must be received in the Union office no later than Friday, April 15, 2016.
The recipients of the scholarships will be notiied by May 20, 2016.

Retired Teachers Chapter Scholarships
ach year the Retired Teachers Chapter of the Boston Teachers Union awards three
Enephews,
scholarships to deserving high school seniors who are children, grandchildren, nieces,
grandnieces or grandnephews of RTC members. One of these scholarships is
earmarked for a student who chooses to attend a vocational school or equivalent institution.
Applications for these scholarships my be picked up at the RTC/BTU ofices at 180 Mt.
Vernon Street, Dorchester, MA 02125 or they can be downloaded from the BTU website.
The deadline to apply is April 1, 2016. Envelope must be postmarked by this date.
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Peer-to-Peer: Using Technology to Connect with Families
By Anne Slater with
Mark Lonergan
alt Disney unveiled the Carousel of
Progress at the 1964 World’s Fair.
Visitors can still visit the carousel at Disney
World. In the exhibit, the very loor on which
the audience sits begins to rotate. The narrator explains the rise of electronic devices
that make our lives easier- starting with the
1920’s, the 1940’s, the 60’s and then rotates
into “the present.” First, we see the electric refrigerator, the Victrola, the birth of
radio. The stage rotates again and you ind
yourself twenty years later and television
makes its irst appearance. You rotate again
to what is presented as present day: a lat
screen computer, an oven
that follows
voice commands – the
whole family wearing
virtual reality
goggles. But
not one character stares at
the screen of
a smartphone.
The Carousel
of Progress
was last refurbished in 1993. Back then about 6% of
Americans had cell phones. Today, 90% of
adults own a cell, and for those under the
age of 30 that number climbs to 98%. Technology is moving so fast that not even Walt
Disney – who was famous for saying that
we “must keep our aim constantly focused
on the future” – could keep up.
You may feel as if you are on a dizzying carousel yourself with all of the swiftly
moving advances in technology. Suddenly
Google is everywhere you go and involved
in all of your business. Evite has take over
parties. Facebook is old news.
People all over are connecting with
social media. Fifteen years ago, it didn’t
exist and then suddenly it is everywhere. I
remember reluctantly getting a cell phone
when I was pregnant, thinking that I would
only use it if there was an emergency. On
a recent morning, my daughter likened my
frantic search for my cell phone to the way
she acts when she can’t ind her blankie. I
didn’t even want that phone, but now I can’t
do anything without it.
Smartphones and other technology have
become essential to the way we connect
to the world around us. Every day new
apps debut that can create new avenues for
communication. Many of these tools can
help teachers strengthen the home/school
connection. Teachers have begun to access
social media and technology in a variety of
ways that invite parents and families to peer
through the virtual classroom window, and
take part in student learning. So get ready,
the Carousel is about to turn! Here come
some great ideas from around the district.
At the James Otis Elementary School
inclusion specialist Whitney Weeder
experiments with Google Slides to create
speedy digital slide shows. Google Slides
can support building vocabulary, introducing or summarizing learning, or can be a

W

great way to share school based learning
with parents at curriculum nights. Slide
shows can be uploaded on YouTube channels or emailed to parents. It’s a like PowerPoint – but much easier. You can click
on “add image,” and choose from Google
Images or videos in a snap.
You will be amazed at how quickly you
can create slideshows that may include
short videos and images
from the web or from
your own photo library.
When Whitney recently
hosted a class for parents
on Kibo robotics, she
showed a video of students working. She added
clips from Star Wars,
Frozen and Minecraft
programming
games
available from code.org.
When students came home excited to try
out code.org, parents were ready to help out
or just take part in the process.
Is it free? Yes! You already have it as
part of your BPS Google apps. Go to your
BPS email. Click on Google Icon – the dot
square on the upper right side of the tool bar
– the same place that your Google Drive is
located. Scroll down and you will see the
icon for Google Slides. Click and Start.
Is it easy? Yes! We made a science slide
show on snails in less than ive minutes.
At the Umana K-8 School, Science
Specialist Melanie Barone started a Twitter feed and an Instagram account to keep
parents in the loop about what goes on in
her science classes. Melanie noticed that
many parents spoke Spanish at home and
asked students to help her to started tweeting in Español. Instagram is a great way for
parents to see in-the-moment shots of their
students learning. When parents see what is
going at on school, this can spark conversations at home and help to build language
around the experience.
Melanie tries to make sure that she
uploads something from every grade and
involves the students as much as possible.
Students help to choose the pictures and
to write the messages. “When I did a class
newsletter it took me a long time and it was
hard to ind the time,” Melanie said. “This
is easy, it takes two seconds and it has that
fresh in the
moment
feel
that
students and
parents both
love.”
Is
it
free? Yes!
Is
it
easy? Yes,
as long as
you know
how to take
a
picture
and upload it. Go to the Twitter or Instagram websites or download the apps to your
phone. At some schools, you may have to
contact OIIT to unblock certain content on
YouTube or Twitter.
Another app that is popping up in many
schools around the district is ClassDojo, a
free app that can be downloaded from their

Some other easy and free ways
to connect with parents:
Google Calendars. Create a class calendar to share deadlines and
homework assignments with parents and families.
Google Sites. Create a class website. Embed documents, video and
other weblinks. Access through Google Apps.
Google Sheets. Use this web-based spreadsheet program to have
parents sign up for parent conference slots.
Google Translate. Translate simple messages into other languages.
While the translations are not 100 percent accurate, they can help convey simple notices or reminders.
Sign Up Genius: This is a free app that allows parents to sign up for
conferences and to receive a reminder email.
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web site (classdojo.com) or The App Store.
ClassDojo is a positive behavior modiication system that assigns each child in the
class a “little monster” icon. Teachers can
give or take away points to reinforce desired
behaviors and set group goals. Some teachers use an LCD projector to show the class
icons on the board or wall and to keep track
of student’s points. Teachers can instant
message with parents to
share news about what
is going on in the classroom. Parents love it,

it’s easier than emailing and it’s instant
information, depending on how much you
use it. Teachers can
post pictures of what
the students are doing,
and have the option of
sending one-to-one communication, or
sharing photos and announcements with
the whole class.
Ernsie Noel, a kindergarten teacher
at the Haley Pilot school, started using
ClassDojo at the end of last year as a
classroom management tool.
“As I became more familiar with
the app I noticed it had more capabilities like staying in touch with families,
rewarding and naming positive behaviors as well as naming and having a
standard consequence for negative
behaviors.” In addition, ClassDojo
can be used as a tool in IEP meetings
to record data related to students IEP
goals in the area of self-regulation and

following classroom routines.
Ernsie told us that she uses ClassDojo so much, that the app developers
have contacted her to be a mentor for
other teachers using the app! Another
plus of using the app is that, “Parents
can really get a clear picture of what
their child is doing throughout the day.
Everyone has access to the same information and parents can get in touch
with me with concerns and I can get in
touch with them
as well.”
Jodi Schmidt,
whose son is in
Ernsie’s
classroom, said that
she really appreciates receiving
pictures of her
son’s class activities and quick
reminders about
class events like
Pajama Day or
upcoming parent conferences.
If you are interested in getting started
with ClassDojo, Ernsie’s advice is to,
“explore the app and be lexible with it. A
lot of people may think, oh geez yet another
thing to do, but if you use it along with what
you’re already doing, it should be a smooth
transition. Another thing that makes it easy
is tying in the rewards and consequences to
the system you are already using. Half the
time students are so proud they are getting
points they don’t even need a reward.”
Is it free? Yes!
Is it easy? It is easy to get started but
being successful with this type of positive
reinforcement or parent communication
requires some time and follow up. Find out
more at classdojo.com
Candace Freeman, an early childhood
teacher at East Boston Early Education
Center is piloting an app called Homeroom.
This app can be downloaded on your phone
or computer. It enables you to communi-

cate with parents, similar to Class Dojo,
by either text message or email. Parents
have the option of submitting their phone
numbers and/or email, the teacher adds
the addresses to her class list and is able
to instant message photos, sound recordings, short videos and announcements or
reminders in a lash. Early Childhood parents can be anxious about how their child
is adjusting to school, and a photo or sound
bite can help them to feel connected. Once
a parent or caregiver has a photo or video to
talk about, he or she can use this information to help students talk about their school
experiences. Sometimes young students
have dificulty summarizing what went on
at school – and this type of app can support
language growth through the home/school
connection.
Is it easy? Yes! Candace tried it out with
another teacher at the school, presented it
to the School Site Council and now all the
teachers are going to try it!
Is it free? Yes! Just download at get
homeroom.com
Aaron Noll, the school librarian at the
Winship Elementary School, maintains a
school website and a blog of student book
reviews. In the blog, students share their
favorite books with classmates, an effort
that is aligned with the school goal of building student discourse. Students complete
a review template in Google Forms, then
submit them publication on the blog. This
is part of a whole-school effort to build
enjoyment of reading in school and at
home. Parents can read the blog and open
dialogue about students’ leisure reading. I

visited Aaron’s class and was able to watch
his class of ifth graders working in pairs
to edit their blog entries. The library was
transformed into a newsroom with writers
working towards an authentic publication.
Writers were eagerly talking about books
and posting book reviews. This type of real
world publication allows writers to not only
reach a real audience, but to receive feedback and establish a dialogue with readers.
To start your own blog, go to your BPS
Google account and select Blogger. To see
the Readers of the Winship blog go to: www.
winshipreaders.blogspot.com
As a BPS teacher there are many
resources available to help you to get started using technology to connect with both
students and parents. You may be surprised
at how easy it is to use many of these free
and options. If you feel like you need a little
help getting started, go to the Google Drive
Help Center: https://support.google.com/
drive/?hl=en
Here you will ind great tutorials and
videos that can help you to access all that
Google can offer you.
As a member of your school community, remember that you are not alone. Get
together with grade level teams or school
based leadership teams to help each other.
Reach out to families through your School
Site Council to ind out what kind of communication works best for them. The Carousel is coming around, don’t be afraid to
jump on!
Next month, we will share some book
recommendations that might help improve
your practice. If you have a book to recommend, please contact Mark (mlonergan@
bostonpublicschools.org) or Anne (aslater@bostonpublicschools.org).
Peer-to-Peer is a monthly column written by Anne Slater (from the Peer Assistance program) and Mark Lonergan (from
the Peer Assistance and Review (PAR)
program). To find out more, visit btu.org/
whats-working/peer-mentoring/

Black History Month

John Lewis’ Strong Speech During the
March on Washington in 1963
Most Americans associate the 1963 March on
Washington with Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.’s “I Have
A Dream” speech. While
arguably the finest use of
anaphora in America’s brief
history, King’s speech was
not the only one given that
day. John Lewis also delivered an important speech.
Entitled “We Must Free Ourselves,” Lewis’ speech gave
MLK and other leaders of
the march great pause. They
feared that Lewis was going
too far in his rhetoric, specifically tin his critique JFK
and the older generation of
civil rights leaders. They
asked Mr. Lewis to soften his
remarks.
Here is Mr. Lewis’ unedited speech, not the one he
actually delivered on August
28, 1968. For a comprehensive list of famous speeches
by African Americans, I suggest visiting blackpast.org/
african-american-historymajor-speeches
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e march today for jobs
and freedom, but we John Lewis delivers an important speech during the March on Washington in 1963. Lewis was 23 years old when he delivered this speech.
have nothing to be proud of.
For hundreds and thousands of our brothers are not here. They and we must free ourselves of the chains of betrayed the basic principles of the Decla- won’t stop now.
All of the forces of Eastland, Barnett,
have no money for their transportation, for political and economic slavery. The non- ration of Independence.
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young children and old women from police
We shall fragment the South into
To those who have said, “Be Patient and until freedom and justice exist for all the
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the citizens of Mississippi, of Alabama, and
And I say to you, WAKE UP AMERICA!
We cannot depend on any political party, gressman, listen fellow citizens, the black
Georgia, who are qualiied to vote, but lack
masses
are
on
the
march
for
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and
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“One man, one vote,” is the African cry.
It is ours, too. (It must be ours.) We are now the Democrats and the Republicans have there won’t be a “cooling-off” period. We ourselves#sthash.gEo60vue.dpuf
involved in… revolution.
This nation is still a place of cheap
political leaders who build their careers on
immoral compromise and ally themselves
with open forms of political, economic, and
social exploitation. What political leader
here can stand up and say, “My party is the
party of principles”? The party of Kennedy
is also the party of Eastland. The party of
Javits is also the party of Goldwater. Where
is our party?
In some parts of the South we work in
the ields from sun up to sun down for $12 a
week. In Albany, Georgia, nine of our leaders have been indicted not by Dixiecrats but
by the Federal Government for peaceful
protest. But what did the Federal Government do when Albany’s Deputy Sheriff
beat Attorney C.B. King and left him half
dead?
What did the Federal Government do
when local police oficials kicked and
assaulted the pregnant wife of Slater King,
and she lost her baby? It seems to me that
the Albany indictment is part of a conspiracy on the part of the Federal Government and local politicians in the interest of
expediency.
I want to know, which side is the Federal
Government on? The revolution is at hand,
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W E’RE LEARNING HERE
A project by Amika Kemmler Ernst, Ed.D.

Mario Umana Academy

L

ocated along the waterfront in East Boston, just a few blocks from the entrance to the Sumner Tunnel, the
Mario Umana Academy has been a K-8 school for about ive years and is going through a couple of major
transitions. With 77% of its 800+ students categorized by BPS as Hispanic, the school began phasing in a Spanish/English Dual Language Program last year. This year it has also started building a STEM-focused curriculum,
with partnerships such as GEAR UP and EcoRise to enhance science and technology instruction.
My former NTD colleague and Umana’s Director of Academic Advancement, Patreka Wood, escorted me
around the large sprawling building. Word walls were everywhere, even in middle school classes. In one room
“Speciic Scientiic Language: Metabolize, Biology, Nucleus, Ribosome, Vacuole...” was written on large, overlapping sheets of chart paper. I liked the big sign on the door of Anne Niemi’s ESL classroom: “IT NEVER
GETS EASIER, YOU JUST GET BETTER.”
I saw lots of science: Anthony Forbes’ chemistry class, where eighth graders were testing a variety of substances to see if they would dissolve; a general science class where students were learning vocabulary to support
their study of micro-organisms; Himilcon Inciarte’s fourth graders building robot cars with science specialist
Melanie Barone.
The school’s Tenacity team was teaching a literacy class through a variety of games and activities. Art teacher
Basil El Halwagy had students relecting on and self-assessing their work. In Michael Crowley’s 7th grade
geography class, students were writing down a homework assignment related to their study of South America –
to write up an interview with a cattle rancher, a native of the rainforest, an environmental protester, or a rubber
tapper.
Music teacher Cheryl McNeil was helping her students learn how to synchronize their movements as they
sang. In Stephanie Musto’s class, a third grader was independently reading a book called Cinderella is SO
Annoying! – written from the perspective of the wicked stepmother!
Students, teachers, and administrators at the Mario Umana Academy are working hard to reach challenging goals. It’s not too late to invite me to visit YOUR school this year. In the meantime, enjoy the photos and
students’ explanations of what they’re learning at the Umana.

Amika Kemmler Ernst, Ed. D.
Amika45@comcast.net
I was filling out a science
vocabulary chart. We’ve
learned about chemicals
and microscopic
organisms. I’ve seen blood
and cheek cells under a
microscope. The most
interesting thing I’ve
learned is how
micro-organisms move!
Alan Gaviria, Grade 7

In this picture I am working
on a packet of ratio
problems. I’ve learned how
to do a “What I Know and
What I Don’t Know” T-chart.
I’ve also learned more about
coordinates and how to
plot them on an expanded
grid that includes all four
quadrants.
Brigid Hamwey, Grade 6

(Amika Kemmler Ernst is a
retired BPS New Teacher
Developer with extensive
experience as a classroom
teacher, curriculum developer,
and graphic artist.
Her “We’re Learning Here”
Project features images of
everyday learning in our public
schools, along with the words
of the students pictured.)

This is in science class and we were working with powder chemicals.
We were adding water and learning which ones dissolved. We have
learned the diference between mixtures (elements that don’t combine
chemically) and pure substances.
Allyssa Quigley & Bryan Maldonado, Grade 8

We are reading with Ms. Zuckerman in English class. We are learning
to read and write and speak English, because we have come
to a new country. Nosotros estamos leendo un texto en ingles
con nuestra maestra. Aprendemos como leer, escriber, y hablar en
ingles porque estamos en un nuevo paiz.
Krismely Rumardo, Gr. 6, Darilyn Quinteros, Gr. 7,
& Erick Hernandez, Gr. 8
Ms. Avila was
helping me with
a math problem.
Right now we are
learning about
coordinate planes,
a grid with four
sections that can
show positive
and negative
coordinates, and
it can go on to
infinity because
there is no limit to
numbers!
William Phie,
Grade 6

I was learning how to make a book and Ms.
Gonzalez was helping me. The most interesting
thing I’ve learned this year is that nonfiction
books and stories are true, and fiction is not true.
Nina Attardo, Grade 1

I was reading a book called
The Night in the Dawn
with Ms. Musto. I like Magic
Treehouse books because
they take me to imaginary
places. I’ve learned to use
context clues to figure out
what unfamiliar words mean.
Amy Rodriguez, Grade 3

I am reading a Bailey School Kids book
called Angels Don’t Know Karate. I have
learned that we read for three reasons:
to become better readers, to get into
college, and sometimes to answer our
questions. I usually read independently
and sometimes I feel like a character in
the book; ater I read for a long time I
almost forget who I am!
Siena Jaikaran, Grade 3
This is in art class. I am working on a design of
my name so that some letters will be in front of
other letters. I’ve learned that art assignments
get more challenging and cool over time! In this
class we looked closely at and drew details of a
human skeleton to learn how to draw a person
from diferent sides or perspectives.
José Palacios, Grade 8

We’re trying to reset a motor to work in
science class. We are learning how to
program a robot car by using blocks that
have bar codes with commands. We need
to put them in order to make the car do
things like sing or light up or move.
Aaliyah Santiago Franco, Dulce Maria,
& Shayla Aguilar, Grade 4
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I was looking through some math papers and
looking for the page I wanted to work on. I am
learning how to add and subtract this year!
Jayme Sorto, Grade 1

